
OFFICES & RETAIL STORES



Located at the 6th floor of the Lavington Mall are

the U-Design offices, designed by us for us. The

offices have an industrial design feel to them

with certain features such as the staircase

taking center stage.

U-DESIGN OFFICES, LAVINGTON, NAIROBI
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The space is on split levels. The lower floor houses the

reception, admin, interiors, accounts departments and

the upper floor holds the Partner Offices, Architects

and technical staff. The upper floor layout is an open

plan.

U-DESIGN OFFICES, LAVINGTON, NAIROBI
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The boardroom and meeting room have a

more modern finish with gypsum walls and

ceilings, and LED lights. The carpets are wall

to wall and custom made with our company

colours.

U-DESIGN OFFICES, LAVINGTON, NAIROBI
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DUFRY DUTY FREE STORE. JKIA, NAIROBI

Dufry Ltd is a global travel retailer with duty

free stores in 63 countries across the world.

We are honored to be their local Architects in

Kenya at the Jomo Kenyatta International

Airport. We are have completed their duty

free shop in Terminal 1, their offices and their

storage warehouse.
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KASS FM offices located in Upperhill are underway in 

construction. Above are some 3D renders of the spaces as 

they are proposed. 

AD CAPITAL, KASS FM OFFICES, UPPERHILL, NAIROBI
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Ad-Capital offices located in Upperhill are underway

in construction. Above are some 3D renders of the

spaces as they are proposed.

AD CAPITAL, KASS FM OFFICES, UPPERHILL, NAIROBI
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With the rebranding of National Bank of Kenya, we

have designed and supervised the installation of

their branches and their offices in various parts of

the country such as Nairobi, Wote, Meru, Mwea and

Ol Kalou to name a few.

NATIONAL BANK BRANCH AND OFFICES, NAIROBI
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PROTECTION HOUSE, NAIROBI
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PROTECTION HOUSE, NAIROBI
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